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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let M be a real n = n matrix whose eigenvalues l satisfy Re l ) 0;i i
Ž . Ž .set a s min Re l and A s max Re l , and denote by n the1F iF n i 1F iF n i
 4 ntrace of M. Then consider the dilation group A in R generated byt t ) 0
Ž .the infinitesimal generator M, where A s exp M log t for t ) 0. Wet
introduce A -homogeneous distance functions D defined on R n; that is, Dt
n Ž .is a continuous function on R with positive values satisfying D A j st
Ž . ntD j for all j g R . Then such D's satisfy the generalized triangle
inequality, i.e., there is a constant m G 1 such that for j , z g R n,
D j q z F m D j q D z .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž w x.Also one can have refer to 15 that for any e ) 0 there are positive
Ž . Ž .constants c s c e and C s C e such that
< <1rŽaye . < <1rŽ Aqe . < <1rŽaye . < <1rŽ Aqe .c min j , j F D j F C max j , j .Ž . 4  4
In what follows we shall denote the adjoint of M by MU and denote by
n n  4 ‘Ž n.R s R _ 0 . We shall always assume that D g C R . One can refer to0 0
w x w x7 and 15 for its fundamental properties.
Ž n. n Ž n.Let S R be the Schwartz space on R . For f g S R , denote the
Fourier transform of f by
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Then the inverse Fourier transform of f is given by
1
y1 i² x , j :Æw xF f x s f x s e f j dj .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn
n2pŽ . R
Ž n.For f g S R , we consider quasiradial Bochner]Riesz means of index
d ) 0 defined by
dd y1 ÃR f x s F 1 y Drt f xŽ . Ž . Ž .qD , t
and the maximal Bochner]Riesz operator
d dM f x s sup R f x .Ž . Ž .D D , t
t)0
Ž . < < 2 w xIn the special case that D j s j and A s tI, Stein 14 showed thatt
d pŽ n. Ž .Ž .M is bounded on L R for 1 - p F 2, if d ) n y 1 1rp y 1r2 ;D
Ž . Ž .moreover, it is of weak type 1, 1 if d ) n y 1 r2. By using the decompo-
w x w xsition of the multiplier as in Cordoba 6 and Fefferman 8 , this result wasÂ
nq2Ž n. Ž w x w xshown for the case of D g C R and A s tI see 4 and 13 for0 t
.related results .
w xFor anisotropic case, Dappa and Trebels 7 proved that if D g
w n r2q1xŽ n. d pŽ n. ŽC R then M is bounded on L R , 1 - p F 2, for d ) n 1rp y0 D
. Ž .1r2 , and also it is of weak type 1, 1 for d ) nr2; furthermore, it was
w xshown in 10 that their result is in fact sharp differently from that of
2 ‘Ž 2 .isotropic cases. In R , if D g C R and the unit sphere0
<S s j D j s 1 4Ž .D
satisfies a finite type condition, i.e., every tangent line makes finite order
Ž .of contact with S , then the critical index for the weak type 1, 1 -estimateD
d w xof M which is strictly less than 1 is obtained in 10 . In case thatD
Ž 1r a1 1r a 2 .A s diag t , t and D is the nonsmooth distance function given byt
Ž . < < a1 < < a2D j s j q j where a ) 0 and a ) 0, it was shown that there1 2 1 2
Ž . d Ž w x.exists the critical index for the weak type 1, 1 -estimate of M see 11 .D
Let S be a smooth convex hypersurface of R n, n G 2, with which every
tangent line makes finite order of contact; that is, S is called to be of finite
Ž .type. Let E S be the set of points of S at which the Gaussian curvature k
Ž .  Ž . < Ž .4 Ž .vanishes, and let N S s n j j g E S where n j denotes the outer
n Ž < < Ž ..unit normal to S at j g S. For x g R , denote by d xr x , N S the
ny1 < < Ž . Ž Ž . .geodesic distance on S between xr x and N S , and by B j x , r the
Ž . Ž .spherical cap near j x g S cut off from S by a plane parallel to T Sj Ž x .
Ž Ž .. .the affine tangent plane to S at j x at distance r ) 0 from it; that is,
<B j x , r s j g S d j , T S - r ,Ž . Ž .Ž .  4Ž .j Ž x .
Ž .where j x is the point of S whose outer unit normal is in the direction x.
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Ž .DEFINITION. Let k G 3. We say that S is of finite type P k if there
Ž .exists some constant C s C S ) 0 such that
Ž .ny1 r2< < < <sup s B j x , 1r x 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .
nxgR 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1<= d xr x N , N S F CŽ .Ž .
where ds is the surface measure on S.
s  n < Ž . 4 Ž s. Ž s.For s ) 0, let S s j g R D j s s , E s E S , and N s N S ,D s D s D
and for e ) 0 set
N e s D N .1F sF1qe s
Ž Ž . .  s < Ž Ž s.. 4 Ž .Let B j x , r s j g S d j , T S - r , where j x is the points s D j Ž x . D ss
of S s whose outer unit normal is in the direction x. We say that S is ofD
finite type k G 3, if k is the maximal order of contact on S. Then, it is
easy to see that any smooth convex hypersurface of R n of finite type k G 3
Ž .is of finite type P k .
THEOREM 1. Let S be a smooth con¤ex hypersurface of finite type k G 3,D
and suppose that there is an e ) 0 such that N e0 is a m-dimensional0
n ny1 w Ž .x w Ž .xsubmanifold of R which is on S . If m - k n y 1 r 2 k y 1 , then
d Ž . Ž .M is of weak type 1, 1 for d ) n y 1 r2.D
w Ž .x w Ž .xRemark. We see that k n y 1 r 2 k y 1 is not the best possible
Ž . dnumber on m to get the weak type 1, 1 -estimate for M with the criticalD
Ž .index d s n y 1 r2.
e0 w ŽCOROLLARY 2. Let k, S , and N be as in Theorem 1. If m - k n yD
.x w Ž .x d pŽ n. Ž1 r 2 k y 1 , then M is bounded on L R , 1 - p F 2, for d ) n yD
.Ž .1 1rp y 1r2 .
Next we write out a routine result of almost everywhere convergence for
quasiradial Bochner]Riesz means which is controlled by the weak type
Ž . pŽ n. d1, 1 -estimate and L R -estimate of M .D
e0 w ŽCOROLLARY 3. Let k, S , and N be as in Theorem 1. If m - k n yD
.x w Ž .x pŽ n. d Ž . Ž .1 r 2 k y 1 and f g L R , 1 F p F 2, then lim R f x s f xt “‘ D , t
Ž .Ž .a.e. for d ) n y 1 1rp y 1r2 .
w xUsing an anisotropic variant of the vector-valued multiplier theorem 12
Ž w x .refer to 9 for related one and certain decomposition of the Bochner]
Ž 1 1. dRiesz multiplier, we obtain the H , L -estimate for M in the followingD
theorem.
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d 1Ž n. 1Ž n.THEOREM 4. If d ) nr2, then M is bounded from H R to L R .D
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
First of all, we state two elementary lemmas without proof, which will be
useful later to measure the size of the spherical cap in higher dimensions
that we defined in the introduction.
Ž . Ž . yLEMMA 2.1. Let b ) 0, and consider a function f x s g x x q d1
w x 2 w xdefined on 0, b , where g is in C and ne¤er ¤anishes on 0, b , d is a1 1
w xconstant, k G 2 is an integer, and y g 2, k is an integer. Suppose that
Ž . y XŽ . yy1b ) 0 is small enough so that f x ; c x and f x ; c yx for some1 1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..constant c ) 0. Denote by Q x the angle between n 0, f 0 and n x, f x .1
Ž 1r y Ž yy1.r y. Ž . ŽGi¤en g ) 0, let x satisfy that h yc g F Q x F h q0 1 0
.Ž 1r y Ž yy1.r y. wŽ . y1r y yŽ yy1.r y x1 yc g for some h s 0, . . . , 1ry c g y 1 . Then, we1 1
ha¤e that
Xc
1r ys B x , f x , g F g ,Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 Ž . w Ž .xyy2 r 2 yy1c h q 1Ž .
X Ž X. Ž Žwhere c is a constant depending only on bounds for g and g , c s 1r2 y y
..1r2 1r y Ž Ž .. <y 1 c , and ds is the arc length measure defined on the arc x, f x x1
w x4g 0, b .1
LEMMA 2.2. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. Gi¤en g ) 0, let x0
Žky1.r k Ž . Ž . Žky1.r ksatisfy that lg F Q x F l q 1 g for some l s 0, 1, . . . ,0
w yŽ ky1.r k xg y 1 . Then we ha¤e
XC
1r k w xs B x , f x , g F g for all y g 2, k ,Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 Ž . w Ž .xky2 r 2 ky1YC l q 1Ž .
X YŽky2.rw2Žky1.x 1rw2Ž yy1.x'where C s 2 k and C s c .
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a smooth con¤ex hypersurface of R n, n G 2, of
Ž .finite type satisfying that there exists a small h s h S ) 0 and k G 3 such
Ž .  n < Ž < < Ž .. 4that for any r ) 0 and for x g D S s x g R d xr x , N S - h ,
C
Žny1.r ks B j x , r F r ,Ž .Ž . Ž . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1l q 1Ž .
Žky1.r k Ž < < Ž .. Ž . Žky1.r kwhere l r h F d xr x , N S F l q 1 r h for some l s 0, 1,
w yŽ ky1.r k x Ž .. . . , r y 1 . Then, S is of finite type P k .
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w jŽky1.r k xProof. For each integer j and l s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 y 1 , letj
< j < < jq1D s x 2 F x F 2 ,½j l j
yjŽŽ ky1.r k . < < yjŽŽ ky1.r k .l 2 h F d xr x , N S F l q 1 2 h .Ž .Ž . Ž . 5j j
Ž . Ž .Then, it is obvious that D S s D D . Taking any x g D S , thenj, l j lj j
< < yjx g D for some j and l . Set r s 1r x . Then, r ; 2 , and so we havej l jj
that
C
Žky1.r k yjŽŽ ky1.r k . < <r G C2 G d xr x , N S .Ž .Ž .
l q 1j
Thus, we have that
C
Žny1.r ks B j x , r F rŽ .Ž . Ž . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1
l q 1Ž .j
C 1
Žny1.r2s rŽ . w Ž .xŽ . Ž1r2y1r k .Žny1.ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1 rl q 1Ž .j
C
F Ž . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1
l q 1Ž .j
Ž . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1
C l q 1Ž .j Žny1.r2= rŽ . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1< <d xr x , N SŽ .Ž .
C
Žny1.r2F r .Ž . w Ž .xŽ .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1< <d xr x , N SŽ .Ž .
w xWe see that the proof of the doubling property in 1 makes it possible
to get the stronger estimate for the surface measure on S as in the
following lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a smooth con¤ex hypersurface of R n, n G 2, of
Ž . nfinite type. Then there is a constant C s C S ) 0 so that for all x g R , for0
w Ž Ž . .x Žny1.r2 w Ž Ž . .xall r ) 0, and for A G 1, s B j x , Ar F C A s B j x , r .
w xLEMMA 2.5. There is an e ) 0 such that for all s g 1 y e , 1 q e and0 0 0
n Ž Ž U . . w Ž Ž . .x Ž Ž U . .for all x g R , B j A x , rr2 ; A B j x , r ; B j A x , 2 r .0 s s 1r s s 1 1 s s 1r s
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5 5Proof. Since lim A y I s 0, we may choose e ) 0 such that fort “ 1 t 0
w xall s g 1 y e , 1 q e ,0 0
< U < < U <A x A x1r s 1r s
inf G 1r2 and sup F 2. 2.1Ž .
n < < < <nx xxgR 0 xgR 0
Ž Ž . .  s <² Ž . < <: 4We observe that B j x , r s j g S j x y j , xr x - r for s ) 0.s s D s
Observe that by the homogeneity property and the chain rule we have that
U 1x=D j s sA =D j for j g S , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .1r s 0 DjsjjsA j 0s 0
Ž . Ž U .which implies that A j x s j A x for any s ) 0. Using these facts,s 1 s 1r s
we can easily get the result.
w xLEMMA 2.6. There is an e ) 0 such that for all s g 1 y e , 1 q e and0 0 0
for all x g R n,0
1 s B j x , r F s A B j x , r F 2s B j x , rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 s s 1 1 1 1 12
and
1 s B j x , r F s A B j x , r F 2s B j x , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s s s 1 1r s s s s s s2
Ž . w xProof. Choose e ) 0 as in 2.1 . For each s g 1 y e , 1 q e , the0 0 0
map
R = S s “ R n , D , A z ‹ A A z s j , z g S1Ž .q D 0 s D s D
defines polar coordinates with respect to D by way of
ny1² :dj s D MA z , n A z dD ds z ,Ž . Ž .s s s
s Ž .where ds denotes the surface measure on S and n A z is the outers D s
unit normal vector to S s at A z .D s
Now fix some z g S1. Then S1 can be parameterized near z g S1 by a0 D D 0 D
map
ny1 < <w ‹ P w , w g R , w - 1Ž .1
Ž .satisfying P 0 s z . Then there is a neighborhood U of z with compact1 0 1 0
closure, a neighborhood V of the origin in R ny1, and an interval1
Ž . Ž . ŽI s 1 y « , 1 q « so that the map Q : I = V “ U , D , w ‹ Q D ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
. Ž . Ž . ww s A P w is a diffeomorphism with Q 1, 0 s z . For each s g 1 yD 1 1 0
x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e , 1 q e , set P w s A P w and Q D , w s A Q D , w . Then the0 0 s s 1 s s 1
Ž . Ž .map Q : I = V “ A U , D , w ‹ Q D , w is a diffeomorphism withs 1 1 s 1 s
Ž .Q 1, 0 s A z . The Jacobian of Q is given bys s 0 s
ny1² :J D , w s D MA P w , n A P w R w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s s 1 s 1 s
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Ž .where R w is strictly positive ands
UdP dP1 12 UR w s det A A .Ž .s s sž /dw dw
Ž . ny1² Ž .We see the Jacobian of Q is given by J D , w s D MP w ,1 1 1
Ž Ž ..: Ž . Ž .n P w R w , where R w is strictly positive and1 1 1
UdP dP1 12R w s det .Ž .1 ž /dw dw
w Ž .x2 2n w Ž .x2Then it is obvious that R w s s R w . Thus by Euler's relations 1
Ž .and 2.2 we have that
1
ny1 nJ D , w s D s R wŽ . Ž .s 1<=D jŽ . jsA P Žw .s 1
<=D zŽ . zsP Žw .1ns s J D , wŽ .1<=D jŽ . jsA P Žw .s 1
<=D zŽ . zsP Žw .1ny1s s J D , wŽ .1U <A =D zŽ . zsP Žw .1r s 1
s L P w J D , w , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s 1 1
where
=D zŽ .
ny1 1L z s s for z g S .Ž .s DUA =D zŽ .1r s
Ž . w xBy 2.1 , we obtain that for all s g 1 y e , 1 q e ,0 0
inf L z G 1r2 and sup L z F 2.Ž . Ž .s s
1 1zgSD zgSD
Ž .Combining this with 2.3 , we can conclude that
1 s B j x , r F s A B j x , r F 2s B j x , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 s s 1 1 1 1 12
Similarly to the above process, we get the other one. Therefore, we are
done.
Ž . 1 Ž .COROLLARY 2.7. Let e ) 0 be as in 2.1 . If S is of finite type P k ,0 D
s Ž . w xthen S is of finite type P k for any s g 1 y e , 1 q e .D 0 0
Proof. It easily follows from Lemma 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6.
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LEMMA 2.8. Let M be a m-dimensional submanifold of R n which is on
Sny1, and for a ) 0 let V be a function defined on Sny1 gi¤en by
1
V u s .Ž . a
d u , MŽ .
1Ž ny1.If m - n y 1 y a , then V g L S .
Proof. For i G 0, let
ny1 < yi yiq1A s u g S 10 ? 2 F d u , M F 10 ? 2 . 4Ž .i
Ž . ny1Since S M s 0 where dS is the surface measure on the unit sphere S ,
 4‘ ny1the decomposition A covers up S . Then we get thati is0
‘ ‘1
yi Žny1yaym.1 ny15 5V F dS u F C 2 - ‘.Ž .Ý ÝL ŽS . H a
d u , MŽ .Ais0 is0i
Ã ‘ nŽ .LEMMA 2.9. Let K g L R be compactly supported and suppose that
< Ž . < 1Ž n.there is some e ) 0 such that sup K ? g L R and1F t F1qe t
J s sup sup K x dx - ‘Ž .Ç Ý H t
jnÇ Ž . Ž . Ž .r x G 1qe r yj 1FtF1qeygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 j 1ye r y )1
Ž . U n Ž .where r x is an A -homogeneous distance function on R and K x st t
n Ž U . 1Ž n. Ž . < Ž . <t K A x . For f g L R , let M f x s sup K ) f x . Then M is oft t ) 0 t
Ž .weak type 1, 1 .
w xProof. By an anisotropic version of Zo's lemma 16 , it suffices to check
up the following condition:
I s sup K x y y y K x dx F C.Ž . Ž .Ç H t tÇ Ž . Ž .r x G2 m r y t)0
Now we have that
I F sup K x y y y K x dx s W .Ž . Ž . ÇÝ ÝH t t jÇŽ . Ž . j jq1r x G2 m r y Ž . Ž .jgZ jgZ1qe FtF 1qe
q Ž . j Ž . y Ž . j Ž .Set W s W for 1 q e r y ) 1 and W s W for 1 q e r y F 1.j j j j
Then we have that
qW F 2 sup K x dxŽ .Hj t
Ž . Ž . j jq1r x Gr y Ž . Ž .1qe FtF 1qe
F C sup K x dx.Ž .H t
jŽ . Ž . Ž .r x G 1qe r y 1FtF1qe
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< U < wŽ . j Ž .xaye Ž . j Ž . jq1Observing that A y F C 1 q e r y on 1 q e F t F 1 q e ,t
it follows from Taylor's theorem that
1 U U Uy n< <W F sup A y ? t =K A x y t A y dx dtŽ .H Hj t t t
Ž . Ž . j jq10 r x G2 m r y Ž . Ž .1qe FtF 1qe
ayejF C 1 q e r y sup =K x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .H t
nR 1FtF1qe
Ã nŽ .Since K is compactly supported, =K s f ) K for some f g S R . This
implies that
1 n5 5sup =K ? F f sup K ? .Ž . Ž .L ŽR .t t
1 n 1 nŽ . Ž .L R L R1FtF1qe 1FtF1qe
y 5 < Ž . < 5 1 n wŽ . j Ž .xayeThus we have that W F C sup K ? 1 q e r y .L ŽR .j 1F t F1qe t
Therefore we conclude that
I F W F C JÝ j
jgZ
q C sup K ? supŽ . Ýt
1 n nŽ . jL R1FtF1qe ygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 j 1qe r y F1
ayej
= 1 q e r y - ‘.Ž . Ž .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Ž . y1wŽ .d xŽ . Ž . y1wŽ .d xŽ .Set K x s F 1 y D x and K x s F 1 y Drt x for t )q t q
Ž . n Ž U . Ž .0. Then, K x s t K A x . Choose e s e ) 0 as in 2.1 so that e g a.t t 0
Ã ‘ nŽ .Since K g L R is compactly supported, by Lemma 2.9 it suffices to
show up that
sup K x dx - ‘Ž .H t
nR 1FtF1qe
and
J s sup sup K x dx - ‘.Ž .Ç Ý H t
hnÇ Ž . Ž . Ž .r x G 1qe r yh 1FtF1qeygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 h 1qe r y )1
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w x w xBy Lemma 2.2 10 and Theorem A 1 , we obtain that
C 1
K x F s B j x , .Ž . Ž .1 1 1dq1 ž /< <x< <1 q xŽ .
w xSo we have that for any t g 1 y e , 1 q e ,
C 1
UK x F s B j A x , . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .t 1 1 1 t Udq1 ž /< <A x< <1 q xŽ . t
It also follows from Lemma 2.5 that
1 2
UB j A x , ; A B j x , .Ž . Ž .1 1 t 1r t t tU Už / ž /< < < <A x A xt t
Ž . w xBy 2.1 , we get that for any t g 1 y e , 1 q e ,
< <2 x
1 F s A F 2 sup0< < < < < <nnsup A x r x A xx g R t txgR0 0
2
s F 4,
< < < <ninf A x r xx g R t0
< < < <nwhere A s 2 inf x r A x . Combining this with Lemma 2.4,0 x g R t0
1
Žny1.r2 < <s B j x , F 2C A s B j x , 1r x .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t 0 t t tUž /< <A xt
Thus by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we have that
1 1
Us B j A x , F s A B j x ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 t 1 1r t t tU Už / ž /ž /< < < <A x A xt t
2
F 2s B j x ,Ž .t t t Už /< <A xt
Žny1.r2 < <F 4C A s B j x , 1r x . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .0 t t t
Ž . Ž . w xFrom 3.1 and 3.2 , we get that for all t g 1 y e , 1 q e ,
C
< <K x F s B j x , 1r x .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t tdq1< <1 q xŽ .
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t Ž . w xSince S is of finite type P k for all t g 1 y e , 1 q e , we have thatD
C
K x FŽ .t Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .Ž . ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1dq nq1 r2< < < <1 q x d xr x , NŽ . Ž .t
C
F .Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .Ž . ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1dq nq1 r2 e< < < <1 q x d xr x , NŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..If d ) n y 1 r2 and m - k n y 1 r 2 k y 1 , then by Lemma 2.8 we
have that
sup K ?Ž .t
1 nŽ .L R1FtF1qe
dx
F CH Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .Ž . ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1dq nq1 r2 en < < < <R 1 q x d xr x , NŽ . Ž .
‘
ny1du r dr
s CH HŽ . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1 dq nq1 r2eny1S 0d u , N 1 q rŽ . Ž .
- ‘.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Finally if d ) n y 1 r2 and m - k n y 1 r 2 k y 1 , then we have
that
dx
J F C sup Ý H Ž .dq nq1 r2h ayen < < ŽŽ . Ž .. < <x G 1qe r yh 1 q xŽ .ygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 h 1qe r y )1
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1e< <=d xr x , NŽ .
du
s C sup Ý H Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .ky2 r 2 ky1 ny1eny1n Sh d u , NŽ .ygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 h 1qe r y )1
‘
ny1r dr
=H Ž .dq nq1 r2h ayeŽŽ . Ž ..1qe r y 1 q rŽ .
1
F C sup - ‘.Ý Ž .Ž wŽ . x.aye dy ny1 r2hn hygR  <Ž . Ž . 40 1 q e r yh 1qe r y )1 Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore we complete the proof.
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4. EXAMPLES
As we study in Theorem 1, its result does not depend on dilation groups,
but depends on their distance functions. In what follows, we shall give two
examples which exemplify Theorem 1; one of both is Example 4.1 and the
Ž .other is i of Example 4.2.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let A be any 3 = 3 dilation matrix as in Section 1. Fort
Ž 3.f g S R , define
dd y1M f x s sup F 1 y D A j ) f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D t q
t)0
Ž . 2 Ž 2 2 .k d Ž .where D j s j q j q j . Then, M is of weak type 1, 1 for1 2 3 D
Ž .d ) 1; moreover, it is not of weak type 1, 1 for d - 1.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let A be any 3 = 3 dilation matrix as in Section 1. Fort
Ž 3.f g S R , define
dd y1M f x s sup F 1 y D A j ) f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D t q
t)0
Ž . 2 2 2 k Ž . Ž .where D j s j q j q j . Then i if e s 0, 0, 1 is an eigenvector of1 2 3 3
d Ž . Ž .M, then M is of weak type 1, 1 for d ) 1, and ii if e is not anD 3
d Ž .eigenvector of M, then M is of weak type 1, 1 for d ) 3r2 y 1r2k;D
Ž . Ž .moreover, in case of i , it is not of weak type 1, 1 for d - 1, and also in
Ž . Ž .case of ii , it is not of weak type 1, 1 for d - 3r2 y 1r2k.
Ž 1 1. d5. H , L ESTIMATE FOR MD
In this section, we prove Theorem 4 by applying Lemma 5.1 below which
can be obtained by the vector-valued Calderon]Zygmund theory over aÂ
2Ž .Hilbert space H s L R , dtrt . In fact, modification of the proof of theq
w xHormander multiplier theorem 9 and using a similar method with that ofÈ
w xRubio de Francia 12 lead us to obtain a variant of the vector-valued
multiplier theorem with respect to general anisotropic dilations as in the
following lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Let m be a function of class C s defined on R n supported in
 < Ž . 4j b F D j F B , where s ) nr2, b ) 0, and B ) 0. Define the g-function
by
1r2
‘ dt2y1 ÃG f x s F m A j f j x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hm tž /t0
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5 5 1 n 5 5 2 n 5 5 1 n 1Ž n.If g ) nr2, then G f F C m f for f g H R ,L ŽR . L ŽR . H ŽR .m g g
1Ž n. Ž w x w xwhere H R is the usual anisotropic Hardy space see 5 and refer to 2, 3
.for related ones .
‘Ž . ‘ Ž j .Proof of Theorem 4. Let c g C 1r2, 2 satisfy Ý c 2 t s 1 for0 jsy‘
Ž jq1Ž ..Ž .d Žall t ) 0, and for j ) 0 let C s c 2 1 y D 1 y D and C s 1 yj q 0
.d Ž . Ž jq1Ž ..Ž .dD y Ý C . Put F x s c 2 1 y x 1 y x for j ) 0. Then weq j) 0 j j q
have that for l G 0,
l
lŽ l . kŽ jq1.F x s y1 C l , k C d , l y k 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj
ks0
Ž .dy lykŽk . jq1= c 2 1 y x 1 y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . q
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .where C l , k s l l y 1 l y 2 ??? l y k q 1 for positive integers k
Ž .and C l , 0 s 1. Fix d ) nr2. Choose g ) nr2 so that d ) g . Then we
have for any multi-index a ,
< < < <a a l
a Ž l . kŽ jq1. yjŽdyŽ lyk .. yjd j < a << <D C F C F (D F C 2 2 F C2 2 ,Ý Ý Ýj j
ks1ls1 ls1
5 a 5 2 yjd j < a < < Ž . <1r2 yjd j < a < yjr2and so D C F C2 2 supp C s C2 2 2 . Thus weLj j
have that
5 5 2 yjd jg yjr2 yjŽdq1r2yg .C F C2 2 2 s C2 .Lj g
For each j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , let
y1 ÃT f x s sup F C A ? f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j t
t)0
d Ž . ‘ Ž .Then we have that M f x F Ý T f x . For j G 0, setD js0 j
1r2
‘ dt2y1 ÃG f x s F C A ? f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Hj j tž /t0
and
1r2
‘ dt2y1Ä Ä ÃG f x s F C A ? f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hj j tž /t0
Ä y1 ÃŽ . ² Ž . : Ž . w Ž . xŽ .where C j s =C j , Mj . Put T f x s F C A ? f x andj j jt j t
Ä y1 Ä ÃŽ . w Ž . xŽ .T f x s F C A ? f x .jt j t
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Ž . Ž n.Since T f x s 0 for f g G R ,j0
d dt t2 2
T f x s T f x dt s 2 T f x ? T f x dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hjt jt jt jtdt dt0 0
Thus by the Schwartz inequality,
‘ dt2 Ä ÄT f x F 2 T f x ? T f x F 2G f x ? G f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hjt jt jt j jt0
So we have that
jr2 yjr2Ä ÄT f x F 2G f x ? G f x F 2 G f x q 2 G f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .'j j j j j
Thus, by Lemma 5.1, we have that
jr2 yjr2 Ä1 2 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T f F C 2 C q 2 C f .L L L Hž /j g j jg g
Similarly to the above, we get that
Ä yjd Žgq1. j yjr2 yjŽdy1r2yg .25 5C F C2 2 2 F C2 .Lj g
5 5 1 yjŽdyg . 5 5 1Thus, we have T f F C 2 f , and summing over j G 0, weL Hj g
d 1 15 5 5 5conclude M F C f . Therefore, we are done.L HD
Remark. In order to apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem,
we use the standard linearization technique of M d. Thus it suffices toD
z Ž .consider the analytic family of linear operators given by z ‹ R f xD , tŽ x .
Ž . nwhere x ‹ t x is an arbitrary measurable function defined in R with
2Ž n. dvalues in R . Combining Theorem 4 and L R -estimate for M onq D
d ) 0 with the complex interpolation method, we obtain the result as in
w x d pŽ n.Dappa and Trebels 7 , i.e., M is bounded on L R , 1 - p F 2, forD
Ž . pŽ n.d ) n 1rp y 1r2 . And moreover it is not bounded on L R , 1 - p F 2,
Ž . Ž w x.for d - n 1rp y 1r2 see 10 . So it would be very interesting to ask
d Ž . 1Ž n. 1Ž n.whether M is of weak type 1, 1 or bounded from H R to L R forD
pŽ n. p, ‘Ž n.d s nr2, and also it is bounded from L R to L R , 1 - p F 2, for
Ž . p, ‘Ž n. pŽ n.d s n 1rp y 1r2 , where L R denotes the usual weak-L R space.
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